sion—University of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor.

THOMAS J. GALVIN—Dean, Graduate School of Library and Information Sciences—University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

R. ILENE HAMMOND—cataloging department—University of Maryland Health Sciences Library, Baltimore.

JOHANNA HERSHEY—bibliographic searcher—University of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor.

DON HIXON—fine arts bibliographer-cataloger—University of California, Irvine.

JAMES MINTON—map reference librarian—University of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor.


PHYLLIS RASNICK—reference librarian—University of Maryland Health Sciences Library, Baltimore.

DOROTHY Riemenschenieder—assistant head, bibliographic searching—University of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor.

TATANA SHANEK—editor of Index to Legal Periodicals—H. W. Wilson Company.

DOROTHY M. Schrauder—general counsel of the copyright office—Library of Congress.

JANICE SIEBURTH—physical and engineering sciences librarian, Reference Department, instructor—University of Rhode Island, Kingston.

HELEN H. Spalding—_instructor and serials_ librarian—Iowa State University Library, Ames.

EDWIN Sunderland—_reference_ librarian—University of Maryland Health Sciences Library, Baltimore.

JOSEPH Szemplski—_head of the acquisitions_ division—University of Minnesota Libraries, Twin Cities.

LUCY YU—_head, public health library—University of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor._
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**Classified Advertising**

**NOTICE**

Respondents to advertisers offering faculty "rank" and "status" are advised that these terms are ambiguous and should inquire as to benefits involved.

All advertisements submitted by institutions offering positions must include a salary range. The range should provide the applicant with an indication of the salary the institution is willing to provide for the position offered.

All advertisements for the Positions Open classifications will be edited to exclude direct or indirect references to race, creed, color, age, and sex as conditions of employment.

Classified advertising orders and copy, and cancellations, should be addressed to the Advertising Department, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago 60611, and should reach that office before the second of the month preceding publication of issue desired. Copy received after that time may be held for the next issue.

Rate for classified advertising is $1.30 per printed line. No additional charge is made for nonmember advertising.

**POSITIONS OPEN**

**Administration**

**LAW LIBRARY DIRECTOR**, responsible for the operation of 140,000 volume law library with a staff of 5 professionals, 4 paraprofessionals, and 14 full-time equivalent support staff. Required: Law degree from an accredited school and a 5th-year library degree from an accredited library school. Experience in a major law library with proven ability to administer such a library is necessary. Experience as a law teacher preferred; total qualifications should be such as to warrant appointment to Law School faculty. Salary: $20,000 minimum. Fringe benefits: TIAA/CREF retirement plan; social security; health, hospital and life insurance partially subsidized; liberal sick leave.


**DIRECTOR OF LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER**, administrative position available July 1. Responsible for supervision, direction, and coordination of media program involving library and audiovisual facilities. Printed and nonprinted media experience, Master's degree from accredited MLS program + training in educational technology. Salary $13,000-$18,200. Contact V.P. College Service, Northampton County Area Community College, 3835 Green Pond Rd., Bethlehem, PA 18017. An equal opportunity employer.

**DEAN OF LIBRARIES**, responsible for operation and development of libraries on Lawrence campus, including Watson, Science, and Spencer Research Libraries. Administrative experience at substantial academic or research library desirable. Salary negotiable, depending on qualifications, $28,000 minimum. Send resumes before August 15, 1974, to James M. Rosser, Assoc. Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045. An equal opportunity employer.

**LIBRARY DIRECTOR**, minimum MA in LS; second master's preferred + 5 years' administrative experience in college or university library. Plan and develop new...
library facilities including audiovisual, and data-retrieval. During transition to new campus, plan and implement integrated computerized services. Separate permanent collection and library building, assemble staff. Direct new library. Salary $20,000–$25,000 per year. Contact Dr. C. B. Courtney, Chrm., Search Comm., Univ. of Michigan, 48109. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR. MLS, advanced subject area degree or equivalent, education and experience. Knowledge of library automation, methodology, techniques. Experience with personnel management, financial management, planning, $18,000 depending on experience. Apply to R. Max Willcock, 110 Bird Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13210. An equal opportunity employer.

DIRECTOR. Media Resources Office (Shiffman Medical Library). Responsible, under director of Project Director, to plan, direct, and coordinate activities of A/V media resources office established by 2-year federal grant. Involved with development of training program for peer review of software products to be used by area health care personnel, and planning and participating in educational seminars to provide information and assistance to librarians, media specialists, and health care personnel. Requires knowledge of A/V materials and methods. Additional duties include monitoring expenditures of budgeted funds, preparing reports and analyses, progress recommendations, and conclusions, while maintaining interface with health care community needs and application of media support. Required: 5-year professional degree from accredited school, relevant professional or paraprofessional experience in instructional technology highly desirable. Administrative experience and knowledge of medical library necessary. Salary not negotiable. Salary $5,240–$4,493 depending on qualifications and experience. Fringe benefits: TIAA/CREF retirement plan, social security, health insurance, partially subsidized; liberal sick leave. Write to J. W. Williams, II, Med. Lib., Shiffman Med. Lib., Wayne State Univ., 4325 Brush St., Detroit, MI 48201. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

ASSOCIATE LIBRARIAN FOR COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT. Yale University. Position available immediately. Reports to the university librarian. Responsibility for development and review of collecting policies and for coordination of book selection and collection development throughout the library system, including participation in acquisition decisions for the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library. Direct administrative responsibility for the Bibliography Department and 5 area studies collections, with a total staff of 50 of which 10 are bibliographers or area curators. Monitors the use of an $850,000 acquisitions budget for the central library. Responsibility in all libraries in all collection building, including cooperative efforts. Applicants must have a strong background in the humanities and special proficiency in knowledge of foreign language and the research needs of scholars; minimum requirement a master's degree, Ph.D. preferred. Several years of experience in collection development, preferably in a large academic library, with demonstrated ability to deal effectively with faculty and library staff. Commitment to cooperative collection development efforts. Salary from $20,000, depending on qualifications, TIAA, group health and life insurance plan, 5 weeks vacation. Send resume to Susan J. Steinberg, Chairwoman, Search Comm., Yale Univ. Lib., Box 1603A Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

DEAN OF LIBRARY SERVICES. Available 7/1/74. Qualifications: MLS or equivalent from ALA-accredited school and at least 5 years professional library experience as an administrator. Library consists of a new main building and 3 branches. Present collection is 650,000 books and the annual book budget is $370,000. Staff numbers 75, including professional level staff. Pay scales vary with rank. Circulation departments are part of an expanding system of computerized services. Salary $22,000–$24,000 for 12 months, usual fringe benefits. Move within family radius. Contact J. F. Wills, Bird Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13210. An equal opportunity to 3 references from Mr. O. Gene Norman, Chrm., Lib. Search Comm., Indiana State Univ., Cunningham Mem. Lib., Terre Haute, IN 47809. Applications will be accepted until Sept. 1, 1974.

Cataloging


CATALOGING DIVISION HEAD. Position open July 1974. Administration of division of 36 personnel in adding 55,000 to 75,000 volumes annually to a collection now over 1,000,000 titles. Participate in Southeastern Library Network (SOLINET) beginning in 1975. Administrative experience necessary. Salary: $13,400 and up according to qualifications. Contact J. F. Jones, Asst. Dir., Florida State Univ. Lib., Tallahassee, FL 32305.

HEAD CATALOG LIBRARIAN (Original Section). Responsible for planning work flows and procedures of the Original Cataloging Section; especially with a view toward entering OCLC; responsible for training and supervision of catalogers. Required: 5th-year library degree from an accredited library school; a thorough knowledge of original cataloging; 6–10 years' experience in Catalog Department of medium-sized or large research library, familiarity with AACR 2, LC classification and subject headings, demonstrated ability to plan and supervise the work of a large staff, preferably in a large research library, familiarity with data processing systems and planning, adequate working knowledge of Western European languages. Salary $12,000–$15,458. Fringe benefits: TIAA/CREF retirement plan; social security; health, hospital and life insurance partially subsidized; liberal sick leave. Write to Robert T. Grazier, Assoc. Dir. Univ. Libs., Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

CATALOG DEPARTMENT HEAD, Yale University Library. Position available immediately. September appointment desirable. Reports to the Associate Librarian for Technical Services. Manages a staff of 125, approximately 1/3 of whom are professional librarians. Responsible for development and review of cataloging policies, performance standards, and long-range planning, including participation in planning for automation. Requirements: MLS, thorough understanding of the AACR and LC classification and subject headings, demonstrated ability to plan and supervise the work of a large staff, preferably in a large academic library. Salary $12,000–$15,458 according to qualifications and experience. Apply to James C. Andrews, Libr. & Arch. Lib., Rockefeller Library, Indiana State Univ., Terre Haute, IN 47809. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

CATALOG LIBRARIAN. To be responsible for effective supervision of cataloging function within Technical Services Department. Work with OCLC terminal, assist in reference, instruction of students, and collection development depending on subject background. Master's degree from an accredited library school required + approximately 3 years satisfactory LC cataloging experience in academic or research library. Ability to organize and supervise Introduction of Facsimile, and life insurance plans, 5 weeks vacation. Send resume to Lofton Abrams, Chairperson, Search Comm., Yale Univ. Lib., 4325 Brush St., Detroit, MI 48201. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

CATALOG LIBRARIAN. To be responsible for effective supervision of cataloging function within Technical Services Department. Work with OCLC terminal, assist in reference, instruction of students, and collection development depending on subject background. Master's degree from an accredited library school required + approximately 3 years satisfactory LC cataloging experience in academic or research library. Ability to organize and supervise Introduction of Facsimile, and life insurance plans, 5 weeks vacation. Send resume to Lofton Abrams, Chairperson, Search Comm., Yale Univ. Lib., 4325 Brush St., Detroit, MI 48201. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
HEAD, SERIALS DEPARTMENT, Technical Services Division. The department provides order and pre-cataloging information, receives and records current periodicals and catalogs all serials. Staff of 2 librarians, 11 library assistants and some part-time help. Degree from accredited library school. Minimum of 4 years experience in serials, including serials cataloging. Administrative experience desirable. Salary $14,000 per annum.

ORIGINAL CATALOGER: ORIGINAL CATALOGING Section. The section is responsible for the preparation of card copy for those monographs, microforms and theses for which LC copy is not available. Staff of 10 librarians. Degree from accredited library school. Interest in cataloging with LC classification. Background in Slavic languages essential. Salary $9,900 per annum minimum.

CATALOGER: Catalog Maintenance Section is responsible for the Public Catalog, correcting any conflicts in the catalog, handling added copies to the collection, the transfer of titles, and recataloging. 2 librarians and 6 library assistants. Degree from accredited library school. Experience with LC classification desirable. Salary $9,200 per annum minimum.

CATALOG LIBRARIAN: (assistant head of LC section). Responsible for assisting the section head in planning workflows and procedures of a paraprofessional cataloging unit especially with a view toward entering OCLC; responsible for assisting the section head in supervising and training of the paraprofessionals of the section; responsible for some original cataloging and classification; may be responsible for special projects of the department. MLS from an accredited library school; knowledge of computer applications to cataloging desirable but not necessary; previous experience supervisory experience desirable but not necessary. Salary: $9,248–$12,049, depending on qualifications and experience. Fringe benefits: TIAA/CREF retirement plan; state retirement program or TIAA/CREF, hospital and life insurance partially subsidized. Liberal sick leave. Write to L. Everett Belote, Dean of Instruction, Comouflage Education, 100 N. Water St., Decatur, IL 62522.

CATALOG LIBRARIAN (assistant head of LC section). Responsible for supervision/co-ordination catalog section (4 professionals; 4 clerical); degree from accredited library school. 5 years' academic library cataloging experience; automation and audiovisual cataloging experience desirable. Salary $12,000 negotiable. Position open 7/1/74. Write to R. Max Willocks, 100 Bird Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y. 13210.

HEAD, SERIALS DEPARTMENT. Responsibilities: Direction of a reference department that includes documents, interlibrary loan, photoduplication, and microtext sections. Staff includes professionals who have both reference and collection development assignments + 11 support staff and student assistants. Ability to administer and provide innovative leadership for Reference and Information Services combined with a good grasp of the bibliographical and procurement work of acquisitions is essential. Prefer MLS + subject master's. Minimum of 4 years' academic library or research work including supervisory or administrative experience required. Salary from $16,000 depending on qualifications. TIAA/CREF and other attractive benefits. Address letters of application with resume and references to Mr. H. J. Skynner, Assoc. Dir., for Tech. Servs., Elizabeth Dafoe Lib., University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

REFERENCE LIBRARIAN, Reference Department. The library serves students and faculty in the humanities and social sciences and is also the central library of the system. Staff of 7 librarians and 7 library assistants. Graduate library degree with reference experience preferred. Salary $9,000 per annum minimum. Apply with vitae to: Miss K. Dean, Head, Ref. Dept., Elizabeth Dafoe Lib., University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

REFERENCE DEPARTMENT HEAD. Responsibilities: Direction of a reference department that includes documents, interlibrary loan, photoduplication, and microtext sections. Staff includes professionals who have both reference and collection development assignments + 11 support staff and student assistants. Ability to administer and provide innovative leadership for Reference and Information Services combined with a good grasp of the bibliographical and procurement work of acquisitions is essential. Prefer MLS + subject master's. Minimum of 4 years' academic library or research work including supervisory or administrative experience required. Salary from $16,000 depending on qualifications. TIAA/CREF and other attractive benefits. Address letters of application with resume and references to Mr. H. J. Skynner, Assoc. Dir., for Tech. Servs., Elizabeth Dafoe Lib., University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

READERS' SERVICES LIBRARIAN-COORDINATOR, Liberal arts college in the Midwest. Must have MA in LS from an ALA-accredited library school and some graduate work in a subject area; a modern language reading proficiency and some course work in Media and Computer Science. Must have some work experience in Readers' Services or Reference in an academic library. Salary range $9,500—$10,800 for 12 months. Write to Dr. Karl L. Ozolins, Dir. of Learning Resources, Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, MN 56082. An equal opportunity employer.

SOCIAL SCIENCES REFERENCE—BIBLIOGRAPHER, available July 1, 1974. Responsible for collection development and general and special reference services. Works closely with subject departments in developing collections; actively promotes the integration of library and instruction services with instructional and research programs. Requires MLS, graduate study in appropriate disciplines. Experience with the literature and with nonconventional information sources may be substituted for advanced study. Salary $12,000 salary range, excellent fringe. Apply to Ms. Susan B. Asilah, Librarian, 100 Bird Library, Syracuse Universit,
versity, Syracuse, NY 13210. An equal opportunity employee.

ENGINEERING LIBRARIAN. To expand and direct services for 120 faculty, 527 graduate and 1,400 undergraduate students. Emphasis on cooperative development and utilization of computerized data bases. MLS and 3 years engineering library experience. Salary range $11,000-$14,000. Send resume to Hal B. Schell, Dean of Lib., Adm., Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

ENGLISH BIBLIOGRAPHER. Open immediately. Responsibilities include book selection, cataloging, and reference with emphasis on public service. Candidate should have MLS and master's in English with some experience, Salary $10,000 depending on experience. Apply to R. Max Willocks, 100 Bird Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 12110. An equal opportunity employer.

FINE ARTS HEAD. Open immediately for librarian to supervise and direct the operations of the Art and Architecture and Music divisions. MLS and master's in art or architecture with 3-5 years of responsible administrative and public service experience. Salary $13,500 depending on experience. Apply to R. Max Willocks, 100 Bird Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 12110. An equal opportunity employer.

MUSIC LIBRARIAN: Administer and develop the resources of the Music Library. Collection includes monographs, phonorecords, scores and periodicals. Listening facilities include record players and tape equipment. Supervise 2 library assistants, several student assistants. Emphasis on the Music Library. Collection includes mono- and polyphonic music, arrangers, phonorecords, scores and periodicals. Listening facilities include record players and tape equipment. Supervise and direct the operations of the Art and Architecture and Music divisions. MLS + master's in art or architecture with 3-5 years of responsible administrative and public service experience. Salary $13,500 depending on experience. Apply to R. Max Willocks, 100 Bird Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 12110. An equal opportunity employer.

CURRICULUM LIBRARIAN for resource center serving university students and faculty, and school personnel in southwest Idaho. Position open July 1, 1974. Supervise center and oversee acquisition, processing and circulation of all types of book and nonbook materials for K through college, including special education materials. Work with teachers and students in demonstrating new and innovative educational materials. Should be flexible and progressive in approach to library services. Requires MLS from ALA-accredited library school, 2 years' classroom teaching experience, and 2 years' library experience in media center, preferably at academic level. Salary $11,000-$15,000, 12-month contract. Faculty rank and status. Apply to Miss Ruth McInerney, Head Lib., Boise State Univ. Lib., Boise, ID 83725. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

SOCIAL SCIENCE LIBRARIAN. To assist in reference, collection development and maintenance and to perform as an equal and colleague with other members of the university faculty in individual creative expression and in cooperative enterprises. Candidate should be able to demonstrate sound academic knowledge in one or more of the social sciences. Candidate will arrange for a minimum of three recommendations from qualified persons to provide critical evaluative comment, specific and in detail, about candidate's achievements, performance, and probable success. Especially desirable, but not essential for appointment, would be subject competence in business administration and/or economics as demonstrated by one of the following: a second graduate degree, advanced academic course work, or business/economics reference experience in an academic library. The MLS or equivalent professional degree or experience accepted. Exceptional related experience may be considered as a substitute for the professional degree. Appointment at Librarian I or II level. Salary dependent on experience, training, and recommendations (upwards from $9,500). Faculty status, TIAA/CREF. Send resume to Dr. G. Donald Smith, Dir. of Lib., Washington State Univ. Lib., Pullman, WA 99163. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

ORIENTATION LIBRARIAN. Newly created position. The person filling this position must have 2 years of library experience in a large academic library, preferably
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in a public service role. Additional requirements include education from an ALA-accredited library school and teaching experience at the college level. Preference will be given to candidates who have completed formal instruction in the development of orientation and training programs. Candidates must have participated in the development of such programs. Initially the person in this position will have responsibility for orientating new faculty and students, and for the promotion of in-depth bibliographic training for graduate students and others with specialized library needs. The minimum salary is $12,000 per year. Librarians at the University of Arizona have faculty status and eligibility for tenure. Salary negotiable in the $9,500—$11,000 range. Apply to Virginia Allanson, Search Comm., Bierce Lib., Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

MEDIA SPECIALIST, Education Library. Responsible for selection, organization and retrieval of materials in the Curriculum Laboratory section of the Education Library. Materials assigned to its unit include filmstrips, records, film loops, cassettes, tests, textbooks, realia, etc., and equipment for use of such materials. Responsible for coordinating curriculum with the Curriculum Laboratory Birth—Third Grade of the Curriculum Services Center of the College of Education. Required: 5th-year library degree from an accredited library school. Additional training or experience in instructional technology; demonstrated competency in conducting effective in-service programs with faculty in utilization of multimedia in curriculum design and instruction; applicant should have 5—10 years of relevant experience in media utilization. Teaching experience desirable but not necessary. Salary: $12,799—$16,895, depending on qualifications and experience. 12-month contract. Fringe benefits: TIAA/CREF retirement plan; social security; health, hospital and life insurance partially subsidized; liberal sick leave. Write to Robert T. Grazier, Univ. Libs., Wayne State Univ., Detroit, MI 48202. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

SCIENCE RESEARCH LIBRARIAN for state university. Provides general and specialized reference service and bibliographic assistance to undergraduate, graduate students and faculty. Shares with faculty responsibility for strengthening library holdings in engineering and physical science and acts as liaison with corresponding departments. Accredited MLS required. Subject background and library experience preferred. Second master's degree desirable. Salary: $10,000—$12,000. Send resume to Dr. G. Donald Smith, Dir. of LS., Wash. State Univ., Pullman, WA 99163. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

EDUCATION LIBRARIAN, Temporary from 9/1/74—8/31/75. MLS or equivalent professional degree or experience accepted. Training and/or experience in education, familiarity with curriculum materials and juvenile literature required. Candidate will arrange for a minimum of three recommendations from qualified persons to provide critical evaluative comment, specific and in detail, about candidate's achievements in training and probable success. Appointment at Librarian I level. Salary dependent on experience, training, and recommendations. Faculty status. Send resume to Dr. G. Donald Smith, Dir., of LS, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99163. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

EDUCATION RESEARCH LIBRARIAN for new university in Virginia suburbs of Washington, D.C. MLS degree or equivalent professional degree. Qualification: Imaginative person to work with faculty and students, library orientation, collection building, etc. 12-month academic contract. Salary $9,000 minimum, negotiable. Apply Pat Barry, Program Coordinator, George Mason Univ., Fairfax, VA 22030. GMU is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

EDUCATION RESEARCH LIBRARIAN for state university. Provides general and specialized reference service and bibliographic assistance to undergraduate, graduate students and faculty. Shares with faculty responsibility for strengthening library holdings (including audiovisual materials and children's literature), and acts as liaison with the College of Education. ALA-accredited MLS and library experience required. Second degree and/or teaching experience an asset. Attractive working conditions in large new library on expanding urban campus. Excellent fringe benefits. Faculty status and eligibility for tenure. Salary negotiable in the $9,000—$11,000 range. Apply to Virginia Allanson, Search Comm., Bierce Lib., Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

MICROFILM COORDINATOR. 1—3 years. $12,000 per year, MA, Ph.D. or course work completed, but must have demonstrated expertise in field of U.S. immigration and ethnic history. Also required: experience in photographic documentation preservation and the ability to work effectively with varying ethnic communities, language competence in Southern and Eastern European languages valued. Apply to Prof. Ralph J. Dier, W. Libr., Univ. of Akron, Akron, OH 44325. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT LIBRARIAN, Oakland Univ. Libr. Position open August 1974. Responsible for collection development taking into account the library's present collection and the university's present and projected programs. Accredited MLS required. Good bibliographic experience required. Additional subject master's desirable. Faculty status, academic rank, minimum assistant professor's level and eligibility for tenure. Oakland Univ., founded in 1957 has a student body of approximately 9,000, faculty of approximately 420, sponsors numerous cultural activities, and is located near Detroit. Salary: $10,750—$12,500. Send resumes to George L. Gardner, Dean of the Lib., Oakland Univ., Rochester, MI 48063. No applications after August 15, 1974. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

TECHNICAL SERVICES LIBRARIAN. Position open 7/1/74. Coordinate technical services, catalog and classify non-book materials, catalog and classify books in LC and exchange functions in new Learning Resources Center. Present technical services staff consists of 1 cataloger and 2 clerks. MLS or M.Ed. with a major in library science, and 6—10 years of relevant experience required, knowledge of LC classification desired, administrative ability and ability to keep abreast of new developments essential. Faculty rank, 12-month contract, 1 night per week, 21 working days' annual vacation + holidays, and good fringe benefits. Salary range $10,000—$12,000. Send resume to John Cogan, Dir., Learning Resources Ctr., Lehigh County Community College, Schnecksville, PA 18078. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

TECHNICAL SERVICE DIVISION LIBRARIAN. To assist in the bibliographic searching of requests and orders for library materials. Candidate will arrange for a minimum of 3 recommendations from qualified persons to provide critical evaluative comment, specific and in detail, about candidate's achievements, performance, and probable success. A working grasp of one or more foreign languages is desirable. MLS or equivalent professional degree is expected. Exceptional related experience may be considered as a substitute for the professional degree. Salary dependent on experience with training and recommendations (upwards from $9,500). Faculty status. TIAA/CREF. Send resume before 9/1/74 to Dr. Ronald S. Corliss, Dir. of LS, Washington State Univ., Pullman, WA 99163. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
Rise above the paperwork.

Richard Abel Company has a plan.

Richard Abel Company has a proven approval plan that has freed hundreds of libraries from the massive detail it takes to select books. And we'd like to do the same for you. We'll free you from checking dozens of lists, catalogs and reviews, cross checking, verifying, corresponding, arguing, re-verifying, processing hundreds of individual orders, invoices and writing a multitude of payment checks to a multitude of book sellers. Here's what you get with the free Richard Abel Approval Program (RAAP):
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8. Approval books 6 to 12 months ahead of reviews.
9. There are no orders to write and you only pay for the books you decide to keep.
10. The approval plan is compatible with the Richard Abel Standing Order Plan and eliminates duplication.

If you would like to eliminate most of your paperwork, take advantage of a fully integrated standing order service for over 35,000 series, and have time for more effective decision making, just mail the coupon or call your nearest Abel rep about the Richard Abel Approval Plan and let's RAAP Phone: 800-547-3551 Toll Free.
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Whether it is a book listed in Reference Services Review, CHOICE, Publishers Weekly or other journals, we will deliver any titles published in the United States or Canada and deliver them fast.

We take pride in the fact that several major academic libraries have made surveys which show that the average elapsed time of delivery is less on orders placed with Book House (names on request).

Our trained and competent staff is dedicated to our policy of "Concerned Service", which means that every customer is given personal service to see that no stone is left unturned in our efforts to serve you as quickly and accurately as is humanly possible.

And we are human. No computer will keep repeating the same error of title, edition, price or credit for return.

Our discount schedules are competitive, naturally! Why not give Book House a trial order and find out what "Concerned Service" can do for you!
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Announcing the first volume of

First Printings of American Authors

December publication planned for beginning of four-volume guide to first editions of 1,000 U.S. authors

- Modern scholarship and contemporary resources used to compile definitive record far exceeding scope of Merle Johnson's American First Editions and similar works
- Bruccoli and Clark are General Editors, assisted by fifty specialists and large advisory board
- New series will be handsomely typeset and bound, with portraits of each author, numerous facsimile pages, and other illustrations

First Printings of American Authors, recording the first book appearances of the works of over 1,000 important authors from Colonial times to the present, has been announced by the Gale Research Company, Detroit.

More than 150 of the expected 250 bibliographies in the first volume have already been completed, and publication is tentatively being planned for December, 1974. Succeeding volumes will appear six to nine months apart.

First Printings includes both early and modern authors not in Merle Johnson’s American First Editions as well as greatly enlarged and updated listings for those Johnson mentioned. A unique feature will be the inclusion of English firsts.

Coverage in the first volume ranges from Henry Adams, Auchincloss, and Auden through Thoreau, Vonnegut, and Whitman. Subsequent volumes will have equally broad coverage. A cumulative index will appear in successive volumes.

Editors of First Printings are Matthew J. Bruccoli, professor of English, University of South Carolina, and C. E. Frazer Clark, Jr., noted collector. Assisting them are more than fifty widely known bibliographers, collectors, curators, librarians, book dealers, and other book world figures who have special expertise and resources which enable them to prepare authoritative reports on their subjects.

- Illustrations supplement bibliographies
  The basic part of each author's listing will be, of course, compact bibliographic descriptions of each of his books as first published in both America and England. Each listing will include a portrait of the author. In addition, facsimile title and text pages, photographs of bindings, etc., will be used where appropriate to highlight unusual features of a book or to illustrate a particularly important work.
  The set is being carefully designed in a handsome format, 8½ x 11 inches in size, and will be composed, printed, and bound in the best traditions of bookmaking.

- 10% Prepublication Saving Offered
  The price of First Printings of American Authors is $140.00 for the four volumes. A special prepublication discount of $14.00 will be allowed, however, reducing the price to $126.00.

- Descriptive Brochure Available

Gale Research Company

Book Tower • Detroit, Michigan 48226